VESPA MOUNT

DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS

M4 THREADED HOLES, X4
PER VESA FDMI MIS-C,
75MMX75MM, MAX SCREW DEPTH = 10MM
OPTIONAL MSR KIT

MSR SHOWN MOUNTED TO SIDE

ADDITIONAL MOUNTING LOCATIONS

DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
OPTIONAL BAR CODE SCANNER KIT

DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS

BAR CODE READER SHOWN MOUNTED TO TOP

ADDITIONAL MOUNTING LOCATIONS

SCANNER HEAD RotateS 180 DEGREES

PIVOT CENTER
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DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
OPTIONAL NFC KIT

DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
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MS016890
OPTIONAL SHORT TABLE-TOP STAND KIT

DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS

MAX TILT FROM VERTICAL = 70°

CAP TILTS UP TO ALLOW CABLES TO ROUTE THROUGH POLE